Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 5: Unit 13

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. maybe
3. a heavy load
7. a cutting tool with two blades
9. without a fault
13. guess
15. a wise and trusted adviser
16. to continue living
17. opposite of wide
18. tradition
22. try
25. a threatening situation
26. to reach a place
27. to pay no attention to
28. one licensed to practice law

Down
2. deep sadness
4. to tell a story
5. to be opposed
6. a repeated design
7. topic
8. It is between your neck and elbow.
10. The newspaper will ___ the article.
11. to offer an idea
12. Twins have more in ___ than most brothers and sisters.
14. a long trip
18. to bump into
19. allow
20. trees to be cut for wood
21. something sold for less than its value
23. The rat dug an underground ___.
24. lower land between mountains
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